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VALIDATION OF NONLINEAR BIPOLAR TRANSISTOR MODEL
BY SMALL-SIGNAL MEASUREMENTS

J. Vidkjer *, V. Porra**, J. Zhu*, T. Huttunen*

Abstract: A new method for the validity analysis of nonlinear transistor models is presented based on DC-
and small-signal S-parameter measurements and realistic consideration of the measurement and de-em-
bedding errors and singularities of the small-signal equivalent circuit. As an example, some analysis results
for an extended Gummel Poon model are presented in the case of a UHF bipolar power transistor.

INTRODUCTION

New systems concepts such as coding and modulation schemes together with the need of circuit
integration of the modem telecommunication systems require more accurate nonlinear circuit
modelling for the transistors in the power stages. The bipolar transistor models available in
commercial simulation programs may not be adequate to predict the system behaviour. For
improving and modifying the models, new model validation tools are needed. A good model should
follow all the measured data within the measurement tolerances, and it should have minimum
complexity and well defined parameters.

Recently, an efficient method has been presented for evaluating the small-signal parameter
uncertainties caused by scattering parameter measurement errors and model singularities /1/. This
information can be efficiently used for nonlinear model validation as well.

In the present study, this method has been used to test the validity of the extended Gummel-Poon
model used in many simulation programs (as SPICE or APLAC 15/). The new aspect in this
modelling scheme is the realistic consideration of the measurement and paramerter estimation
errors and the possibility to minimize the model complexity according to the quality of the
measured data. Furthermore, the tolerance information may be utilized to evaluate the reliability
limits of the final circuit design. It may also give an early warning of the need of more
detailed and accurate characterization measurements and modelling.

TOLERANCE ANALYSIS BY SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION /1/

The basic concept of the small signal model extraction is to utilize network analyzer uncertainty
data as a measure for the quality of the result. If a proposed model gives responses which differ
more from the measured data than indicated by the uncertainties, the model can not provide
reliable parameter values and a better one should be found. If, on the other hand, the model is
acceptable, uncertainty data are further used to estimate the expected parameter deviations and
their correlations. From these figures, it is possible to identify components in the model which are
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superfluous and should be discarded, because their inaccuracies may transfer to parameters which
otherwise could be more precisely found.

The basic theory of the method is described in /2/. Briefly, the technique is to fit the model
function M(p) of the parameter array p of n parameters p, i=..I n, using the objective function

I s
E =- (M(p)1-Si)2/ui2

Here m is the number of measured data components Si, M(pJi and ui represent the measured data
(here S-parameters) value, the model response and the corresponding 99.9 % measurement
uncertainty tolerance, respectively. In the ideal case with normally distributed and uncorrelated
measurement errors, the optimal set of parameters should bring the error down to about Emm= 0.3.
Larger error indicates either poor model topology or problems in measurements. Applying the
singular value decomposition techniques /2/ to the sensitivity matrix of the model,
A= {a} = {p/(aM(p)i/dp)/(u,Jm)} yields

A = UWVt, W = diag(W1,W2,,,,W,)

U is a mxn and V a nxn orthonormal matrix. In the n-dimensional parameter space the error
surface E = const. is an ellipsoid with principal axes along the column vectors of the orthonormal
matrix V. The lengths of the axes are proportional to l/Wi, i = 1...n. Very low or zero singular
values Wi indicate, that the model contains insignificant components. The problems of small
singular values may be quantified through the covariance matrix for the relative parameter
variations. Its elements are given by

Emn
Coyv. = S Vj k

w2
rnVV-n kal§ V11j

The equation shows that small singular values contribute large deviations to the parameters upon
which they are projected through the rows of V. Table 4 below shows an example of the process.
The relative deviations are the square roots of the diagonal elements Covii. The relative
intersections (of the error ellipsoid) show how large the relative deviation of a parameter would be
if all other parameters would have no deviations. The last column gives the singular values
tabulated together with the parameter to which they contribute the largest deviation.

GUMMEL-POON MODEL WITH STRAY ELEMENTS

Fig. 1 shows the Gummel-Poon model /3/ and a 'template' small-signal equivalent circuit having
maximal complexity including stray inductors and capacitors. Most of the intrinsic nonlinear
parameters were first extracted from DC- and low frequency measurement data. The relevant
(SPICE) parameters with statements on extraction acccuracy (good/fair/poor) are shown in Table
1. The forward transit time as well as the encapsulation parameters were left to be adjusted on the
basis of the small signal equivalent circuit.
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Table 1. Relevant Gummel-Poon model parameters extracted from static and lowfrequency measurements
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Fig. 1 Gummel-Poon model (a) and the corresponding small signal equivalent
circuit including encapsulation parameters (b).

SMALL SIGNAL PARAMETER EXTRACTION

The small-signal scattering parameters were measured by an automatic network analyzer
(HP8753C) using a transistor fixture (HP1 1608A). The bias conditions of these measurements
are shown in Table 2. The measurement uncertainties were estimated on the basis of the
instrument data.

Table 2.Summary of bias conditions

The small signal equivalent circuits were extracted using linear optimization program LCP2
written by Gaunholt /4/. The extraction results are given in Table 3. A typical plot of the model
fit for the active operating point is shown in Fig 2. Typical parameter tolerances for the active
operating point, based on singularity analysis are shown in Table 4.
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l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

[ BF j IS/fA [NF VAF/V IKF/mnA ISE/fA j NE RB/fl RE/H

102 12.9 1.03 77 147 387 2.03 10.94 1.27

good fair fair fair poor poor poor poor poor

RC/ | CJE/pF VJE/V ME CJC/V VJC/V MC XTB XTI

1.3 8.79 0.723 .334 J 7.56 0.592 0.332 1.818 J_3.0

poor fair8 fair jfair j fair jfair fair jpoor jpoor

saturated forward near cut- forward forward

A active off active active

T,,b | 20OC 20°C 20 OC -30°C +80
OC

Ic| 99.67 mA | 29.74 mA 0.52 mA 29.5 mA 29.89 mA
VCE 0.159 V 3.01 V 6.0 V 3.01 V 3.01 V
VBE | 1.8 V 0.804 V 0.658 V 0.89 V 0.72 V

|lDC 6.83 101.8 98.8 66.4 133.1
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Table 3: Summary of the extracted small signal parameter values. Missing values
(including resistors Rc and Rd indicate parameters which have been

discarded because of singularities and poor influence in E,U.n

Table 4. Singularity analysis results, forward active, 20'C

1220

__MRF557 ___20°C || -30°C | +80°C |

Parameter saturation J fwd active cut-off active active
100mA,0.2V 30mA,3V 0.5mA,6V 30mA,3V 30mA,3V

Encapsulation
Lb/nH 1.056 1.034 1.082 1.185 0.954
LC/nH 0.382 0.354 0.357 0.514 0.341
Leo/nH 0.839 0.825 0.834 0.843 0.812
CbJfF 29.26 27.21 14.77 98.42 10.85

Cc,0fF 293.3 337.1 332.3 317.9 335.2

Cbc,/fF 23.69 58.46 42.74 29.59 27.82

Intr. transistor
Rbbl(/ 1.236 1.846 2.731 1.626 2.268

Cb,11pF - 9.818 12.68 10.89 9.113
CbejpF 990.8 38.78 17.84 41.86 37.92

RbIe - 132.9 5.246 78.48 188.13

g.IS 1.846 0.784 0.0195 0.906 0.704

Cc,IPF - 1.074 1.129 1.229 0.730

Rc,/k - 4.337 - - 2.558

Cb,/lpF 29.26 4.011 2.943 3.977 3.366
R ,/kg - - - 73.69 -

C/IpF - - 0.704

R&/I0 1.256 - - - -

Em,,fd 0.713 1.033 0.706 1.105 0.898

Param. Value Rel.inter- Rel. de- Singular
____ | section % viation % value

Lb/nA 1.034 1.17 1.93 6.954
CbJJF 27.81 23.47 44.24 0.175
QCb/JF 58.46 15.24 23.79 0.345
Cbl/pF 9.818 3.41 17.00 0.473
Rb/0 1.846 4.76 8.16 1.646
Cbe/pF 38.78 0.99 4.86 5.949
RbeQ. 132.9 2.21 2.48 3.149
C,,I/pF 4.011 0.46 0.61 18.671
Cce/pF 1.074 5.44 6.90 1.126
ggm/mS 784.4 0.57 0.88 13.726
Rc/ekO 4.337 58.23 64.63 0.126
L,/pH 353.8 2.01 3.60 3.767
LeIpH 825.4 0.55 1.17 14.707
C,0/fF 337.2 2.78 5.17 1.961
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Fig.2. Small signal modelfit at c = 30 mA, VCE= 3 V, 20 0C. Measured data: Magnitude (+), phase (x). The
curves show response of the fitted model surrounded by the upper and lower 99.9 % uncertainty bounds
for the network analyzer alone (Fixture not included in uncertainties but of course in calibrations.

ADJUSTMENT OF SOME GUMMEL-POON MODEL PARAMETERS

The most important contribution from the small-signal model to large-signal modelling is the
correct topology of both the encapsulation parasitics and the details of the base region. The major
encapsulation parameters in Table 3 show relatively good consistency. The temperature dependence
of the series inductances is caused by calibration offset, while the low and high temperature
measurements were made using room temperature calibration.

One of the modelling difficulties of bipolar transistors is the division of the base-collector
capacitance to the active and base-collector overlay parts. In this case, the parameter values of
Table 3 show clearly, that the overlay capacitance dominates the feedback from collector to base,
and the active junction capacitance cannot be distinguished at all.

The small signal analysis may considerably improve the accuracy of the important corner point
current parameter Ik (IKF in Table 1). A rough approximation of the G-P model equations for the
collector current in the forward active region is
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I e""''/V
ice=

v1
'

v

; Vt=kT/ q

Ideally, the transconductance would be g, =OIYc8VBE = &,j = Ic/V. Differentiating the above
equation and using the values of giJg,,, from Table 3 one gets I4= 120 mA with a better precision
than from the Gummel plot, Table 1.

One of the problematic parameters in a G-P-model is the base diffusion transit time Trf. Because the
diffusion capacitance should be proportional to the current, we may estimate it to be
Cd = Cbe(30 mA) - C&e(0.5 mA) = 20.94 pF. This gives, ,r = 26.7 ps which corresponds to the
'intrinsic' unity gain cutoff frequency of fT = 6 GHz. The value obtained in this case from the
slope of the current amplification factor beta derived from S-parameters would be fT = 2.6 GHz
which consists mainly from the excess delay R.b Che caused by the base resistance.

The static temperature behaviour is only taken into account by the two parameters XTB and XTI
in the G-P-model. The dynamic variation of the transistor behaviour is much more complicated
and can be seen from the small signal parameters in Table 3. This information can be used to
improve the temperature behaviour of the Gummel-Poon model. Some idea of the consistency of
the small signal and nonlinear models may be obtained by comparing the current amplification ,B
calculated from table 3 ( = g. Rb,) and Table 2. The temperature variation of the dynamic
values of 43 follows 5 % that obtained from static Gummel plots.

One further problem in the G-P-model is the division of the base resistance Rbb (RB in Table 1) in
two parts, one of which is constant and the other depends on operating point. The constant part can
be found from the small signal equivalent circuit in saturation (1.24 0)

CONCLUSION

A new method for error tolerance analysis of small signal models /1/ has been applied to the
nonlinear modelling of a bipolar power transistor. The information available on the error tolerances
makes it possible to select the right model complexity corresponding to the measurement accuracy.
In nonlinear model validation, it also indicates the need of extended characterization measurements,
if the uncertainty -of the model behaviour turns out to be too large for the design problem to be
solved.
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